
PLASTISOL AUXILIARIES
                                                              

 PLAST                 PF ADDITIVO UP i t
allows to achieve a puff 3D effects
without changing printabil ity,
brightness and fastness. Curing at
140-150°C is enough to achieve the
swel l i ng e f fec t . Us e i t in a
percentage between 10% and 20%.

 PLAST PF ADDITIVO BLISTER it
allows to achieve a “POP CORN”
effect. 
We advise to use an high-thickness
screen with maximum 34 mesh.
Curing at 140-150°C is enough to
achieve the swelling effect. Use it in
a percentage between 10% and 15%.

 PLAST PF ADDITIVO OPACIZZANTE
it allows to achieve a matt effect. 
Use it in a percentage between 3%
and 5%.

 PLAST PF ADDITIVO 86 it fuidizes
the ink making it more elastic, soft
and glossy. It may be used in a
maximum percentage of 5%.

 PLAST PF ADDENSANTE 740 it
increase the viscosity of the ink. You
have to add the product, mix it
taking care of not heating the
mixture during dispersion. It does
not act immediately. In fact after
dispersion t is necessary to wait
about 4 hours, in order to achieve
the fnal viscosity. It may be used in
a maximum percentage of 0,1%.

 PLAST PF ADDITIVO 378 it reduces
ink viscosity without compromising
its opacity. It may be used in a
maximum percentage of 0,5%.

 PLAST PF ADDITIVO 24 thinner for
plastisol to improve the printability.
It may be used in a maximum
percentage of 2%.

 PLAST PROMOTEX PHTALATE FREE
it allows to increase adhesion and
fastness as well. It is suitable to be
used onto synthetic fabrics or in
case of post-treatments (over-
dyeing or stone wash).
It may be used in a percentage from
15% to 25%.

 PLAST PF FIBER BOND 
Hardener/fxer to improve wash
fastness and increase the resistance
on the most diffcult substrates (i.e.
Nylon).
It may be used in a percentage from
7% to 10%)

 PLAST PF CURABLE REDUCER 
It reduces ink viscosity without
compromising ash cure time.
(It may be used in a maximum
percentage of 10%)

 PLAST PF ADDITIVO E it allows to
increase elasticity of Plastisol inks
when printed onto synthetic fabrics.
It may be used in a maximum
percentage of 5%.
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Amex srl gives the a/m suggestions as guidelines for the customer and assumes no liability direct or indirect for any improper use. It is the user's
responsibility to determine the suitability of the product to the intended use according to working conditions.
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